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Mighty Buckaroo 

On Friday November 16th 2012, recently opened Javier Silva Gallery 

previewed an exhibition with works by one of the most obvious 

pictorial promises of the spanish panorama: Maíllo. This young artist 

came into the madrilian art scene about a year ago and since then he 

hasn't stopped disarming around. He began his career at the Museum ICO 

when he was chosen by Juan Ugalde to participate in the group show “!A 

vueltas con la maldita pintura!”, becoming the youngest artist at the 

collection of this National Museum. Just months later we enjoyed his 

first solo show at Jose Robles Gallery. Now we can see some of his 

recent works in Valladolid at the Javier Silva Gallery. 

Javier Silva is another brave gallery that weathering the storm of the 

current situation, opens a space dedicated to contemporary art, this 

time fleeing away from the supersaturated capital, and proposing 

activity in Valladolid, where contemporary art takes place time ago, 

especially since Patio Herreriano opened their doors in 2002. Silva 

presented a flexible program that combines managing with collaborative 

professional regime.  

This exhibition of Maíllo (Madrid, 1985) is distinguished from the 

previous ones, essentially prolific and chaotic, which seemed to be 

looking to pop the potential content. After the hurricane 

presentations he seems to be seeking calm, setting the dust and 

suddenly attentive: his return to the ring is made with a choice of 

three unique large-format works and the figure in action as a 

connection point. This debugging numerical, necessarily pushes us to 

observe carefully selected works to devour with the eyes, not so much 

looking for a key to interpret, but enjoying every turn, travelling 

through shapes and colours. 

Maíllo doubly identified himself with the figure of the cowboy and the 

painter, whom he recognized related to sharing lifestyles which have 

suffered an alleged obsolescence over time. However it is not really 

true. Finding ourselves in this contemporary world of regurgitation, 

where everything is transformed, current or expired depending on the 

year and its fashions. Regarding the painting, you could say that it 

has never been more alive than now. To Maíllo the craft and the 

technique of painting is essential and vital. He recognizes himself 

sick of paint and he appreciates that when he paints he enters in an 

altered state of the senses, suddenly living in the system of 

pictorial creation. He is interested in the metaphysical,  the 

eternal,  the incomprehensible and sensitive part of painting. 

Regarding his obsession with painting, Maíllo advances by stealing 

from the biggest and current painters from the experimentation and 

creation process, the technical research, while assimilating 

references ranging from astronomy, the Paleolithic, Angel Garcia´s 

reflections, Velazquez,  hip-hop culture, comics of Secundino 

Hernandez, but never forgetting art, and always digesting it, making 

it his own and creating an explosive mixture. And at that 

confrontation the experience with existing pictorial reality he 

advances and improves. 

The key to his paintings can be found in a distinct lack of prejudice, 

curiosity and rigorous application of a fierce playful attitude that 

makes his painting almost irresistibly, unfolding before it a large 

scope for action and honesty in all making. He is far from the 

disturbed and suffering artist... Maíllo enjoys everything he does and 

comes forward with the rhythm of good conversations. 

 

 


